Longitudinal models of growth and survival applied to the early detection of Alzheimer's disease.
This article explores new statistical methodologies for using longitudinal data in the early prediction of Alzheimer's disease (AD). Specifically, the authors examine some new techniques that allow the joint or "shared" estimation of longitudinal components based on both duration (survival) and quantitative changes (growth curves). These new shared growth-survival parameter models may be used to characterize the declining functions that anticipate the onset of AD. The authors apply these models to data from the Kungsholmen Project, a longitudinal study of aging in Stockholm, Sweden. They examine age-based survival-frailty models for the onset of AD, latent growth-decline curve models for changes in cognition over age, and 3 alternative forms of models for the shared relationships of survival and early cognitive decline. The accuracy and reliability of this approach is considered for a better understanding of the developmental course of AD in these data, including the potential removal of biases due to subject selection.